The impact of normalization and phylogenetic information on estimating the distance for metagenomes.
Metagenomics enables the study of unculturable microorganisms in different environments directly. Discriminating between the compositional differences of metagenomes is an important and challenging problem. Several distance functions have been proposed to estimate the differences based on functional profiles or taxonomic distributions; however, the strengths and limitations of such functions are still unclear. Initially, we analyzed three well-known distance functions and found very little difference between them in the clustering of samples. This motivated us to incorporate suitable normalizations and phylogenetic information into the functions so that we could cluster samples from both real and synthetic data sets. The results indicate significant improvement in sample clustering over that derived by rank-based normalization with phylogenetic information, regardless of whether the samples are from real or synthetic microbiomes. Furthermore, our findings suggest that considering suitable normalizations and phylogenetic information is essential when designing distance functions for estimating the differences between metagenomes. We conclude that incorporating rank-based normalization with phylogenetic information into the distance functions helps achieve reliable clustering results.